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The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN {
the most expensive and complex instrument
mankind has ever built to address some of the
most fundamental questions of Nature { is colliding proton-on-proton at high energy since November 2009. The full data set delivered by the
LHC over the last 4 years has been analyzed by
the ATLAS and CMS experiments in their pursuit of the Higgs boson, the particle responsible for generating masses for the basic building
blocks of matter. In this article I discuss in detail
the building and commissioning of the detector,
search strategy and results obtained by the two
experiments with special emphasis on ATLAS.

ATLAS at CERN,
Switzerland. He has

1. Introduction

discovered a new baryon
called  c as part of
BABAR experiment. He
has made significant
contribution in commissioning of ATLAS silicon
pixel detector. Now he is
an active member of Indiabased Neutrino Observa-

The ATLAS experiment is one of four experiments at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The main aim of the
experiment is to discover Higgs Boson. The Standard
Model (SM) which is the basic theory underlying all of
physics except gravitation is not complete without Higgs
Boson. The detailed description of the Standard Model
and the role of Higgs boson are given in [1].
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There are so many successes of SM but one in particular that I would like to mention is SM's prediction of
CP-violation which is responsible for matter{antimatter
asymmetry seen in our Universe. This CP-violation
in the decays of B-mesons was measured by two international experiments performed in KEK, Japan and
SLAC, USA. These measurements won the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 2008 for M Kabayashi and T Masakawa
who had constructed the theory of CP-violation within
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SM in 1973. I was fortunate to be a part of both the
experiments and have contributed signi¯cantly.

Introduction to
Higgs mechanism.

Here is a heuristic explanation of how particles acquire
masses through Higgs mechanism. Let us say a room
is full of scientists chattering quietly. This is like space
¯lled with the Higgs ¯eld. One Nobel Laureate walks
in, creating a disturbance as he moves across the room
and attracts a cluster of admirers with each step that
he takes in the room. This increases his resistance to
movement, in other words, he acquires mass, just like a
particle moving through the Higgs ¯eld. Now instead of
a Nobel Laureate, if a rumor spreads across the room, it
creates the same kind of clustering, but this time among
the scientists themselves. In this analogy, this second
cluster is analogous to a Higgs particle.
2. The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is shown in Figure 1.
The LHC is located in Europe at the border of Switzerland and France. There are four major experiments at
LHC: ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and LHCb. The physics
goal is di®erent for each experiment except for ATLAS
and

Figure 1. The LHC provides
four experiments with collisions. The experiments are
called ATLAS, CMS, LHCb
and ALICE.
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The energy of proton
at LHC is 80  106
times greater than
what could be
obtained in the old
5" cyclotron.

and CMS which have similar goals. The main goal of
ATLAS and CMS is to discover Higgs boson. Why do
we need two experiments with the same physics goal?
For the discovery, at least two independent measurements are needed to con¯rm or rule out the discovery.
Indian physicists have contributed to two of the experiments at LHC: CMS and ALICE. The LHC is housed in
an underground tunnel of circumference 27 km crossing
Switzerland and France. The world's ¯rst accelerator
was a 5" cyclotron that was built at Berkeley National
Laboratory, USA by Earnest O Lawrence and the energy of the particle could go up to 80 KeV. Now the
energy of proton at LHC is 80 £ 106 times greater than
what could be obtained in the old 5" cyclotron. The cost
of the LHC is more than $8 billion and its construction
took more than 15 years of work by engineers and physicists of the international collaboration. There are 1232
dipole magnets with a ¯eld of 8.4 Tesla each and a total
weight of about 30,000 tons inside the LHC tunnel. It
is cooled to 1.9 Kelvin with 96 tons of liquid helium.
3. The ATLAS Detector

The ATLAS detector
can be divided into four
categories: tracking and
vertex detector, electromagnetic calorimeter,
hadron calorimeter and
muon detector.
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ATLAS is composed of many di®erent sub-detectors. In
general, it can be divided into four categories: Tracking and vertex detector, electromagnetic calorimeter,
hadron calorimeter and muon detector. The tracking
and vertex detector is composed of three di®erent subdetectors: silicon pixel detector (SPD), silicon strip detector (SCT) and transition radiation tracking (TRT)
detector. The main purpose of pixel detector is to measure precisely the decay vertex of long-lived particles like
b-quark and help to improve changed track momentum
measurement combined with silicon strip detector. The
TRT detector also helps to improve momentum measurement and to distinguish between hadrons, like kaon
from pion. The CMS experiment does not have this
kind of detector. The full tracking detector is placed
inside the solenoid magnetic ¯eld of 2T. The ATLAS
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experiment uses toroid magnet of 2T as well. It allows
ATLAS experiment to measure high momentum muons.
The weight of the ATLAS detector is about 7000 ton,
and uses 3000 km of cable for connecting 88 million electronic channels. The pixel detector is the smallest subdetector but it has 80 million electronic channels. Each
electronics channel has to be operated, optimized and
monitored separately. The ATLAS and the CMS collaboration each has more than 3000 physicists including
1000 graduate students and many more technicians and
engineers.
Most of the particles are unstable and decay into particles like electron, muon, proton, kaon, pion, photon, and
neutrino in a fraction of a second. These particles can be
divided into two categories according to their charges as
charged and neutral. These particles interact with matter di®erently. For detecting these particles, we require
di®erent detectors which exploit these properties. The
ATLAS and CMS detectors are general purpose detectors and quite similar in nature. The ATLAS detector is
shown in Figure 2. It consists of several sub-detectors.
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The ATLAS and
CMS detectors are
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detectors and
quite similar in
nature.

Figure 2. The picture of the
ATLAS detector.
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The ATLAS Silicon
Pixel Detector
contains
approximately 80
million electronics
channels and can
operate over a total
absorbed radiation
dose of 500 kGy
(lifetime dose).

1

Pseudo-rapidity is given by
 log tan (,
where  is the angle between
the particle momentum and the
beam axis.

2

This is unit of absorbed dose.

1Gy = 100 rad.

A short description of these sub-detectors is given here.
The following detectors are arranged in the ATLAS from
the inner side to the outer side and the proton{proton
collision point is at the center of the detector.
3.1 Tracking Detectors
The silicon pixel detector (SPD) system is a critical
component of the inner tracking detector of ATLAS [2]
which provides charged-particle tracking with high e±ciency over the pseudo-rapidity1 range j´j < 2.5. The
pixel detector system is the innermost element of the
inner detector [3]. It contains approximately 80 million channels and provides pattern recognition capability in order to meet the track reconstruction requirements of ATLAS at the full luminosity of the LHC, L =
1034 cm¡2 s¡1 . It is the most important detector used in
the identi¯cation and reconstruction of secondary vertices from the decay of, for example, particles containing a b-quark or for b-tagging of jets. In addition, it
provides excellent spatial resolution for reconstructing
primary vertices coming from the proton{proton interaction region within ATLAS even in the presence of the
multiple interactions at the LHC design luminosity. The
transverse impact parameter resolution should be better
than 15 microns; radiation hardness of the pixel detector elements must be such that they can operate over
a total dose of 500 kGy2 (lifetime dose). The minimal
radius of the innermost layer (B-layer) is set at 5 cm due
to the practical limitations of clearances around the interaction region beam pipe vacuum system; the smallest
pixel size achievable is set to 50 ¹m £ 400 ¹m by electronics design limitations. The dose for the innermost
layer is expected to reach 500 kGy after approximately
¯ve years of LHC operation, whereas other layers are expected to reach after 10 or more years of LHC operation
(at a maximum luminosity of 1034 cm¡2 s¡1 ).
The detector next to the SPD is the silicon strip detector
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(SCT), in which eight strip layers (four space points) are
crossed by each track. In the barrel region, this detector
uses small-angle (40 mrad) stereo strips to measure both
coordinates, with one set of strips in each layer parallel
to the beam direction, measuring R, and Á. Each side
of a detector module consists of two 6.4 cm long, daisychained sensors with a strip pitch of 80 ¹m. In the
end-cap region, the detectors have a set of strips running
radially and a set of stereo strips at an angle of 40 mrad.
The mean pitch of the strips is also approximately 80
¹m. The intrinsic accuracies per module in the barrel
are 17 ¹m (R, and Á) and 580 ¹m (z) and in the disks are
17 ¹m (R, and Á) and 580 ¹m (R). The total number
of readout channels in the SCT is approximately 6.3
million.
A large number of hits (typically 30 per track, with a
maximum of 36) is provided by the 4 mm diameter straw
tubes of the TRT, which enables track-following up to j´j
= 2.0. The TRT only provides R and Á information, for
which it has an intrinsic accuracy of 130 ¹m per straw.
In the barrel region, the straws are parallel to the beam
axis and are 144 cm long, with their wires divided into
two halves, approximately at ´ = 0. In the end-cap
region, the 37 cm long straws are arranged radially in
wheels. The total number of TRT readout channels are
approximately 351,000. The combination of precision
trackers at small radii with the TRT at a larger radius
gives very robust pattern recognition and high precision
in both R, Á and z coordinates. The straw hits at the
outer radius contribute signi¯cantly to the momentum
measurement, since the lower precision per point compared to the silicon is compensated by the large number
of measurements and longer measured track length. It
is also capable of identifying di®erent particles which is
an unique feature compared to CMS detector. All three
sub-detectors together is called inner tracking detector
Figure 3. The inner detector is submerged in a magnetic
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Radiation Tracker
is capable of
identifying different
types of particles
that is a unique
feature of ATLAS
compared to CMS
detector.
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Figure 3. The picture of the
ATLAS inner tracking detector.

¯eld of 2 Tesla for measuring charge and momentum of
charged tracks.
3.2 Calorimeter Detectors
In order to realize the full physics potential of the LHC,
the ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter must be able to
identify e±ciently electrons and photons within a large
energy range (5 GeV to 5 TeV) and to measure their
energies with a linearity better than 0.5%. The amount
of material in front of the calorimeter is signi¯cantly
larger than what was initially estimated; this leads to
larger energy losses for electrons and to a larger fraction
of photons converting. This detector plays a critical
role in discovering Higgs boson through decay modes
like H ! °° and H ! e+ e¡ e+ e¡ . Detailed description about ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter is given
in [5].
This detector plays
a critical role in
discovering Higgs
boson through
decay modes like
H  and
H e+ e– e+ e–.
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The next sub-detector is hadron calorimeter which is
just next to the electromagnetic calorimeter. This detector is used to measure the energy of the hadrons which
is the name for strongly interacting particles such as
protons and pions. As shown in Figure 4, most reaction processes are p + p ! qq¹=gg, and these quarks and
gluons produce high energy jets (bunches of charged and
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Figure 4. Standard Model
Higgs boson production
cross-sections as apfunction
of Higgs mass at s = 7
TeV.
Source: https://twiki.cern.ch/
t wi ki / bi n/ view/ L HC Ph ys i c s /
CrossSections.

neutral hadrons). It also account for the missing energy;
a signature indicative of the emission of neutrinos, for
instance, to con¯rm di®erent physical processes. The detailed report regarding hadron calorimeter can be found
in [5].
3.3 The Muon Detector
Outside the calorimeter, there is a Barrel Toroid that
consists of 8 °at superconducting race-track coils, each
25 meters long and 5 meters wide, grouped in a torus
shape. It provides 2 Tesla magnetic ¯eld to improve momentum measurement for highly energetic muons. The 8
coils in the torus are kept in position by 16 support rings.
The outermost sub-detector is for detecting muons, as
muons are minimum-ionizing particles and can reach the
outermost detector. The detailed design report of the
muon detector can be found in [6].
4. Trigger
The trigger is another critical aspect of any high energy
physics experiment. The ATLAS trigger is designed to
record 200 Hz from the LHC's 40 MHz bunch crossing
rate. The event production rate at LHC is so high that
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The primary
objective of trigger
is to record events
that give a
signature of
physical process of
interest.

If we record all the
data due to collisions,
then one second of
LHC data will be
1000 gigabytes and
in ten years, the data
volume will be
equivalent to the data
volume recording all
words spoken by
humankind since its
appearance on the
earth.
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the data acquisition system (DAQ) cannot record all
the produced events; therefore, a decision is made as to
what events need to be recorded. This is called triggering. The trigger system is primarily divided into two
stages: hardware and software. The hardware trigger
uses information from di®erent detector systems and decides whether the event is of importance to record or
not. The primary objective of the trigger is to record
events that give a signature of physical process of interest. Suppose we want to record events H ! °°. If Higgs
mass is about 125 GeV then each ° will have energy of
62.5 GeV. The °s are detected using electromagnetic
calorimeter through energy deposition. The trigger criteria will record all events with °s with energy greater
than say 40 GeV. This energy threshold is set in such
a way that it should not record too many background
events; therefore proper optimization is done before setting this trigger threshold. The software trigger further
reduces event rate without losing any signal-like events.
In the ATLAS experiment, there was a dedicated detector for triggering minimum bias events. It is required
to measure proton{proton soft collision that is a background for all new physics signals. These measurements
are used to tune the background in simulation. The detailed performance of the ATLAS trigger system can be
found in [7].
5. Computing
Another essential tool is computing needed for handling
the enormous data produced due to the high rate of
the high-energy proton{proton collisions. Let us give a
rough idea about this challenge. If we record all the data
due to collisions, then one second of LHC data will be
1000 gigabytes and in ten years, the data volume will be
equivalent to the data volume recording all words spoken by humankind since its appearance on the earth.
The solution is grid computing, i.e., global distribution
of CPU farms worldwide. More than 100 CPU farms
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worldwide share computing power. In fact all collisions
are not interesting for us { a small fraction of the collisions are recorded and analyzed for the search for Higgs
boson.

The design of the
accelerator fixes

6. Luminosity

be as high as
possible.

the luminosity L ,
which is desired to

Luminosity is the most important quantity for any collider experiment. It drives our ability to detect new
processes. The formula to calculate the luminosity (L)
is
frev nbunch Np2
;
L=
4¼¾x ¾y
where frev = revolving frequency= 11245.5/sec, nbunch =
2808, Np = number of proton/bunch = 1:15 £ 1011 and
4¼¾x ¾y = area of the beam = 40 ¹m. The rate of physics
processes per unit time is directly related to the number
of observed events:
Z
Nobs = Ldt £ ² £ ¾ :
The detection e±ciency (²) of the detector is optimized
by the experimentalist and the production cross-section
(¾) of a physical process given by Nature and calculated
by the theoretical physicist. The design of the accelerator ¯xes the luminosity L, which is desired to be as high
as possible.
The Standard Model Predictions for Higgs Production and Decay
According to SM, Higgs boson can be produced in different processes like gluon{gluon fusion, vector{boson
fusion, Higgs associated with W and Z, tt¹ Higgs boson associated production. The production cross-section
varies depending on the mass of Higgs boson for a given
collision energy (Figure 4). The Higgs boson is unstable and decays. The decay product can be detected in
our detector. The branching ratios of the Higgs boson
as a function of Higgs boson mass is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Branching ratio of
various decay modes of the
Higgs boson as a function of
its mass, calculated in Standard Model.
Source: https://twiki.cern.ch/
t wi ki / bi n/ view/ L HC Ph ys i c s /
CrossSections.

From this ¯gure, if the Higgs mass is below 150 GeV,
then the dominant decay is H ! b¹b. Experimentally,
this decay is not very clean (basically we detect b-quark
through jets of particles). Higgs decays into two photons
only 0:2% times but experimentally this decay mode is
very clean, and therefore is used for discovering Higgs
boson. There are a few decay modes that are experimentally clean, called golden decay modes and these
decays can be used for discovering Higgs boson. So far
the search has been performed in ¯ve decay modes: °°,
ZZ, W + W ¡ , ¿ + ¿ ¡ , and b¹b by both the CMS and the
ATLAS experiments.
Discovery of Higgs Boson
A definite signal
means, we need to
show that we have
a signal that is
inconsistent with
being background
or a statistical
fluctuation in the
background.
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First, let us explain how the experimental physicist discovers a new particle. We need to show that we have
a signal that is inconsistent with being background or
a statistical °uctuation in the background.
The backp
ground °uctuates statistically as Nbkg . The signi¯N
p £Nbkg .
cance of the observed events is given by pSB = data
Nbkg

We require typically 5 ¾, corresponding to background
°uctuation
of 5 £ 10¡7 . The signi¯cance is proportional
p
to L. This is true if there are no systematic errors,
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Figure 6. Display of a cosmic
moun passing through inner
detector of ATLAS with magnetic field ON.

but in reality we have to evaluate systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement and incorporate it
into above formula. It becomes more complex to deal
with.
Once all the sub-detectors were installed, each detector
was tuned and commissioned using cosmic ray muons.
All the detectors were also aligned using cosmic muons.
The inner detectors (SPD, SCT and TRT) were aligned
to »20 ¹ using cosmic muons. The detectors have to
be aligned before data can be used for physics studies.
This process continues until we achieve the best alignment. Figure 6 shows cosmic muon track in inner tracker
with magnetic ¯eld-ON. The LHC started with centerof-mass energy of 900 GeV for commissioning detectors
as well as the accelerator. The ¯rst beam of energy 900
GeV was bombarded into a collimator. A huge amount
of energy burst into the ATLAS and CMS detectors for
the ¯rst time and was recorded. The °ash event is shown
in Figure 7. The silicon and pixel detectors were OFF for
the safety of these detectors because huge beam background that comes along with the beam could damage
the readout electronics which are very close to the beam
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Figure 7. The first beam flash
event captured by the ATLAS
detector.

A dedicated
detector called
BCM is used to
monitor beam
condition for safe
operation of silicon
tracker.

pipe. The detector electronics are very sensitive to beam
related background radiation; therefore there is a dedicated detector called Beam Condition Monitor (BCM)
to monitor beam condition. The BCM has to give safe
beam signal to turn on pixel detector. The ATLAS and
CMS detectors were commissioned using 900 GeV data.
The ¯rst physics measurement came within a month of
¯rst collisions at 900 GeV. These measurements are used
to tune Monte Carlo (MC) generator used for physics
simulation. The LHC collision energy was increased
gradually to 7 TeV and data were collected for the year
2011. The ¯rst challenge is to rediscover SM, i.e., measure all known physical quantities and compare with SM
predictions. Figure 8 shows measured production cross-

Figure 8. Production crosssection of SM processes
measured using ATLAS detector and compared with SM
expectations. The points with
error bar represents ATLAS
data and lines show SM expectations.
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sections for di®erent known particles compared with the
SM expectations. There is very good agreement between measured data and SM predictions. These measurements provide con¯dence that the known physical
processes are understood to such a good level that we
can look for the signature of a new physical phenomenon. This has also been repeated using the 8 TeV data
collected in the year 2012.
The ATLAS and CMS collaborations have dedicated
groups working for di®erent physics processes like signature for Higgs, super symmetry, etc. As mentioned
earlier, there are a few decays of Higgs which can be detected e±ciently and with less uncertainties. The decay
modes that have been used for Higgs boson search are
H ! °°, H ! ZZ ¤ ! l+ l¡ l0+ l0¡ , H ! ZZ ! l+ l¡ qq¹,
H ! l+ l¡ º º¹, H ! W W ¤ ! l+ ºl0¡ º¹, and H ! W W !
lºqq¹0, where l denotes an electron or a muon. Figure 9

There is an excellent
agreement between
experimental
measurements and
SM predictions.

Excess events are
observed in H 
decay mode for
combined data set.

Figure 9. The distributions of
the invariant mass of diphoton
candidates after all selections
for the combined 7 TeV and 8
TeV data sample. The inclusive sample is shown in (a)
and a weighted version of the
same sample in (c); the
weights are explained in the
publication. The result of a fit
to the data of the sum of a
signal component fixed to mH
= 126.5GeV and a background component described
by a fourth-order Bernstein
polynomial is superimposed.
The residuals of the data and
weighted data with respect to
the respective fitted background component are displayed in (b) and (d).
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Figure 10. Measurements of
the signal strength parameter
 for mH = 126 GeV for the
individual channels and their
combination.

shows the distributions of the invariant mass of diphoton
candidates after all selections for the combined 7 TeV
and 8 TeV data sample. Though the signal strength is
less than 5 ¾ in this decay mode, when other decays of
Higgs are included, the signal strength is above 5 ¾ as
shown in Figure 10. The CMS experiment has also observed Higgs signal with more than 5 ¾ con¯dence level.
Conclusion

The combined
signal strength is
more than 5 
for both the
ATLAS and CMS
experiment.
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Both the CMS and the ATLAS experiments have observed Higgs signal with more than 5 ¾ con¯dence level.
The measured production cross-section is consistent with
SM prediction within measurement uncertainties. Observation of Higgs decays into °° rules out Higgs spin
to be one. More measurements are required to con¯rm
that the spin is zero and it is really SM Higgs. More
discoveries are awaited from LHC.
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